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Abstract. Planar glass waveguides with a specific number
of modes were fabricated by Ag+–Na+ exchange in Schott
SG11 glass. The effective refractive indices were deter-
mined using m-line spectroscopy in both s- and
p-polarization. By using the reversed Wentzel–Kramers–
Brillouin approximation, the index profiles were described
by a nonlinear diffusion equation. The diffusion coeffi-
cients for Ag+ were established, as well as the penetration
depth of the evanescent field in an aqueous environment
for the different modes. The integrals of �E�2 fields for the
evanescent-guided fields were investigated. These are im-
portant when evanescent fields are used for illumination
in interface microscopy, an alternative method to total in-
ternal reflection fluorescence �TIRF� microscopy. The pho-
toluminescent behavior of the waveguides was investi-
gated as a function of ion exchange time and excitation
wavelengths. Comparable images were obtained of fluo-
rescently labeled HEK293 cells using TIRF microscopy
and waveguide evanescent field fluorescence microscopy.
Imaging was performed using HEK293 cells, delivering
similar images and information. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3443796�

Keywords: optical waveguide; ion exchange; effective refractive
index; refractive index profile; diffusion; evanescent field; penetration
depth; waveguide evanescent field fluorescence microscopy.
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1 Introduction
Exchanging ions with a low polarizability and small size �e.g.,
Na+� with ions of high polarizability and large size �Ag+� in a
glass slide leads to a region of high refractive index that can
serve as an optical waveguide.1 In 1972, Izawa and
Nakagome2 first reported on ion-exchanged waveguides by
Tl+ in silicate glass containing oxides of sodium and potas-
sium. Since then, ion-exchanged waveguides have been fab-
ricated using various ions, such as Ag+, K+, Li+, Rb+, Cs+,
Cu+, and Tl+; salts, such as AgNO3, TlNO3, CsCl, NaNO3,
and KNO3; salt mixtures such as CsNO3–CsCl,
KNO3–AgNO3, AgNO3–NaNO3, and CuSO4-Na2SO4,
�Ref. 3�; and several different glasses, such as soda-lime,
BGG21, borosilicate, Schott BK7, aluminisilicate, and Corn-
ing 0211 �Refs. 1, 4, and 5�.

1083-3668/2010/15�3�/036018/7/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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Waveguides fabricated by ion exchange have taken on an
mportant role in many applications, such as sensors,6,7 non-
inear integrated optical switches,8 and evanescent scattering

icroscopy.9 In the present study, we introduce a glass that
hows a very high diffusion constant for Ag ions and apply
he fabricated waveguides to waveguide evanescent field fluo-
escence �WEFF� microscopy.9–14 This is an inexpensive al-
ernative to total internal reflection fluorescence �TIRF�

icroscopy.15 Images of cell–substratum contact regions of
EK293 cells were obtained using WEFF microscopy and

ompared to images obtained using classical TIRF micros-
opy.

We have established an ion-exchange protocol to fabricate
aveguides with a defined number of modes. With the help of
-line spectroscopy,16,17 we characterized the fabricated
aveguides with respect to the effective refractive indices, the

ffects of exchange-time and temperature, and the diffusion
rofiles and the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient
f the silver ions. The penetration depths of the evanescent
eld for different modes were calculated. The integral of the

ntensity of the evanescent field was investigated for trans-
erse electric �TE� and transverse magnetic �TM� modes. Ag+

ons, Ag aggregates, and nanoparticles can be present in
uch ion-exchanged waveguides and can lead to
hotoluminescence.18–24 Therefore, fluorescence emission
pectra excited at different laser lines were recorded. Usually
n fluorescence microscopy, background signals such as autof-
uorescence of the substrate are avoided, but in the case of
aveguide microscopy, they can be used as an internal stan-
ard for normalizing the coupling efficiency during analysis
f intensity data.24

Experimental
.1 Ion Exchange
lass slides of SG11 �SCHOTT, Grünenplan, Germany� with
thickness of 1.85 mm cut into 15 mm�25 mm pieces were
rst sonicated in 2% Hellmanex �Hellma, Berlin, Germany�
olution for 15 min and then rinsed 20 times with Milli-Q
ater �Milli-Q, ��18 M�cm, Millipore� and sonicated in
illi-Q water for 20 min. Next, the slides were rinsed 20

imes with ethanol �anhydrous, Sigma Aldrich�, sonicated in
thanol for 15 min, and dried with nitrogen gas. The cleaned
lass slides were placed on top of molten salt in a custom-
ade glass spoon at a fixed temperature in a tube furnace

Yokogawa M&C Corporation, Tokyo, Japan�. This allowed
on exchange to happen only at the interface of the glass and

olten salt. The ion-exchange temperature and the diffusion
ime were varied from 225 °C to 400 °C and from 4 min to
ours, respectively.

After the ion exchange, the glass was removed from the
elt, cooled with nitrogen gas under ambient conditions, thor-

ughly rinsed with Milli-Q water, and sonicated for 30 min in
illi-Q water. Cooling the glass slides with nitrogen gas

elped to control the ion-exchange time, especially when the
ime is small.

.2 m-Line Spectroscopy with Prism Coupling
aveguide coupling was performed using a home-built prism

oupling setup in m-line geometry. The prism, a 90-deg
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036018-
LASFN9 �Berliner Glass GmbH, Germany, with refractive in-
dex n=1.84489 at �=632.8 nm� pressed on the waveguide,
was turned by a computer-controlled motorized stage �New-
port�. The coupling angles were determined by detecting the
light intensity at the end face of the waveguide using a biased
photodiode �Siemens BPW 34 B� during a �-angle scan.
When the laser beam on the prism’s surface reflects back onto
itself, the laser beam is perpendicular to the prism’s surface
and � equals zero. This was used as the reference angle. A
scheme of the experimental setup can be found in Refs. 16
and 25. The accuracy in measuring the synchronous angles
using this method is about �1�. This inaccuracy in the syn-
chronous angle yields an inaccuracy of �1�10−4 in the mea-
surement of the effective refractive index, Nef f. A linearly
polarized HeNe laser �JDS Uniphase, �=632.8 nm, 20 mW�
was used for exciting the waveguide modes.

2.3 Fluorescence Emission Spectra and Loss
Measurements

As previously found in studies of ion-exchanged
waveguides,18–24 silver ions, molecules, clusters, and nanopar-
ticles can cause optical electronic waveguide losses due to
fluorescence excitation. When the evanescent field of the
coupled light for a particular guided wavelength is designed
to illuminate samples located on the waveguide �e.g., to carry
out evanescent field fluorescence microscopy�, additional
fluorescence photons of a different wavelength are undesir-
able. However, they can be used as an internal intensity stan-
dard. Typically, coupling efficiencies to waveguides are not
known without thorough investigation; therefore, an intrinsic
light signal from the fluorescence of the waveguide can be
useful for intensity calibrations.26

For optical loss measurements, polarized light of an argon
ion laser �Melles Griot�, with various laser lines from
454 to 519 nm and maximum output powers from
12 to 130 mW in both TE and TM polarizations, were
coupled individually into the waveguides by a photoresist
coupling grating.27 The intensity profile of the fluorescence
light streak was viewed with an inverted microscope �Zeiss,
Axiovert 25� and a digital camera �Diagnostic Instruments,
Inc., Sterling Heights, Michigan� with frame-grabber software
�Image Pro Express from Media Cybernetics, Bethesda,
Maryland�. Appropriate filters �dielectric long pass, Omega
Optics� were used to filter the excitation wavelength propa-
gating in the waveguide. The losses were calculated in dB/cm
by analyzing the exponential decay of the emitted fluores-
cence light along the waveguide streak measured by means of
the frame grabber software.

For obtaining the emission spectra of the excited Ag ions
and agglomerates in the waveguide, fluorescence photons
were collected along the streak by the microscope and spec-
trally analyzed by an adapted spectrometer via an optical fiber
�Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, HR-2000 spectrometer�.

2.4 Determination of Penetration Depth of the
Evanescent Field

The penetration depth of the evanescent intensity was quanti-
fied as the depth where the evanescent field dropped to 1/e of
the intensity directly at the waveguide surface. The penetra-
tion depths of the different modes in the waveguide in both
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�2
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E and TM polarizations were estimated from simulations of
he field distribution, especially the evanescent field on top of
he waveguide in an aqueous environment �n=1.33�. The
easured refractive index profile was implemented into the

imulations. These simulations were performed by a commer-
ially available software package called TRAMAX,28 which
ses a transfer matrix formalism based on the Fresnel equa-
ions. The wavelength was chosen to be �=632.8 nm. To
ompare the evanescent fields directly and to be independent
f experimental coupling conditions, all modes �TE modes�
ere normalized to their entire field integral along the three-

ayer waveguide structure.

.5 Cell Preparation
EK293 cells are a transformed human embryonic kidney

ell line.29 Culture medium consisted of Dulbecco’s modified
agle medium �DMEM high glucose� supplemented with 10%
eat-inactivated fetal bovine serum �FBS� and antibiotics
penicillin 100 units /ml, streptomycin 100 �g /ml, amphot-
ricin B 0.25 �g /ml; Invitrogen, Burlington, Ontario�.
aveguides were presoaked for at least 5 min in culture me-

ium. Medium was then removed, and the cells were seeded
irectly on the waveguide. After 24 h incubation in 5%
O2 /95% air at 37 °C, samples were washed with
hosphate-buffered saline �PBS� to remove any nonviable
ells and loaded with fluorescent lipophilic probe
,1�-dioctadecyl-3,3,3� ,3�-tetramethylindocarbocyanine per-
hlorate �DiI, Invitrogen� according to manufacturer’s instruc-
ions. The cells were imaged in phenol red-free DMEM
Invitrogen�.

.6 TIRF Microscopy
or TIRF microscopy, DiI-stained HEK293 cells were placed

n Attofluor cell chambers �Molecular Probes, Eugene, Or-
gon� and positioned on the heated stage of a Zeiss inverted
icroscope �Axiovert 200M� equipped with a Zeiss TIRF

lider. The filter set used �Zeiss 53� consisted of an excitation
lter �509 to 519 nm�, a dichroic mirror FT 540, and an
mission bandpass filter �550 to 600 nm�. Images were cap-
ured with a Zeiss Plan-Fluar 100� /1.45 oil-immersion ob-
ective lens at excitation wavelength of 514 nm from a mul-
iline argon ion laser �100 mW�. The images were recorded
y a cooled CCD camera �AxioCam MR, Zeiss�. With this
icroscope, epifluorescence and TIRF microscopy images

an be taken of the same specimen by changing the angle of
ncidence on the coverslip. The optimal angle used for TIRF
as approximately 61 deg.

.7 Waveguide Evanescent Field Fluorescence
Microscopy

or imaging cell–substrate contact regions by waveguide eva-
escent field fluorescence microscopy, the stage of an inverted
icroscope �Zeiss, Axiovert 25� was modified to accommo-

ate an xy-stage and a sample stage.11,13,14 A beam from a
eNe laser at a wavelength of 543 nm and an output power
f 0.5 mW was coupled via a photoresist grating �grating
onstant 	=665 nm� into the ion-exchanged waveguide that
as located on the sample stage of the microscope. The im-

ges were taken with a 40� objective. A 560-nm long-pass
lter �3DR470LP, Omega Optics� was used for collecting the
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036018-
fluorescence emission from the DiI dye. A digital camera
�Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterling Heights, Michigan�
with imaging software �Image Pro Express, Media Cybernet-
ics, Bethesda, Maryland� was used for capturing the images
on a computer.

3 Results and Discussion
All fabricated waveguides were characterized with m-line
spectroscopy. Using the measured coupling angles ��m�, the
effective refractive indices �Nef f�, of both TE and TM modes
were calculated.30 With increasing ion-exchange time at fixed
temperature, the number of guided modes and the Nef f of a
given mode increase, as previously reported.24 Figure 1 de-
picts the effect of ion-exchange time and temperature on Nef f
for the TE0 modes of various multimode waveguides. It is
evident that by increasing time or temperature, Nef f of a spe-
cific mode will increase. The results for higher order modes
are similar �not shown�.

We used the reversed Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin
�WKB�31 method for constructing the refractive index profile
in the ion-exchanged glass waveguides from a set of identified
Nef f. These profiles were then fitted successfully with a non-
linear diffusion profile proposed in Ref. 32, as demonstrated
in Ref. 24;

n�x� = ns +

n

�
�1 − �1 − ��erfc�x/def f�� , �1�

� = �N, � = 1 −
DAg

DNa
. �2�

Here, ns is the refractive index of the substrate, 
n is the
maximum increase in the refractive index at the surface, N is
the portion of exchanged ions, DAg and DNa are the diffusion
coefficients of Ag+ and Na+, respectively, and def f is the ef-
fective diffusion depth. The effective diffusion depth, def f, is
given by the relationship

Fig. 1 Effective refractive indices �Neff� at �=632.8 nm of TE0 modes
for three different exchange temperatures versus the ion exchange
time. The horizontal line represents the substrate refractive index of
Schott SG11.
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�3
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def f = 2�Det , �3�

here t is the diffusion time or ion-exchange time, and De is
he effective diffusion constant. The temperature dependence
f De below the glass transition temperature can be fitted to
n Arrhenius equation:5,33,34

De = C1e�−C2/T�. �4�

ence, from Eqs. �2�–�4�, we find

def f = C1�t
1/2e�−C2�/T�, �5�

ith t the time in minutes, and T the temperature in Kelvin.

1� and C2� are constants.
Figure 2 depicts the linear behavior of the simulated def f

ersus �t for TE modes of various samples fabricated with
ure silver nitrate. Table 1 summarizes the effective diffusion
onstant data �De�, obtained from Eqs. �2� and �3�. With in-
reasing temperature, the effective diffusion constant De is
ncreasing as depicted in Fig. 3 in the �ln De� versus �1 /T�
lot. With a linear fit, we determine C1

TE=1.77
10−6 m2 s−1 and C2

TE=1.01�104 K. By introducing the
niversal gas constant R, the effective diffusion constant can
e written in terms of an activation energy 
E:

ig. 2 Effective diffusion depth �deff� versus the square root of the ion
xchange time �t� for TE modes.

able 1 Measured surface refractive index change 
n and effective
iffusion constant De as a function of exchange temperature T.

T �°C� 
n��10−3� De�m2/s��10−16

225 82±2 16.49

250 84±4 43.56

275 84±2 110.50

300 85±4 216.76
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036018-
De = 7.98 · 103e−
E/RT. �6�

By comparing Eqs. �4� and �6� and using C2
TE=1.01

�104 K, the activation energy can be found as 
E=8.40
�104 J mole−1. The effective diffusion depth with a given
temperature and time and the effective diffusion constant for a
given temperature can be obtained by using Eqs. �5� and �6�
and constants C1 and C2.

Table 1 also shows the surface refractive index change
�
n� at the four different exchange temperatures. It can be
seen that by increasing the temperature, 
n increases,
whereas it is known that 
n is independent from the diffusion
time.1,3 By comparing the results for the diffusion coefficients
of Ag ions in SG11 with those for Ag ions in BK7,35 Ag ions
were found to have a much larger diffusion coefficient in
SG11.

To use the waveguides for evanescent illumination pur-
poses, precise knowledge about the evanescent field is
needed—especially the penetration depth and the carried in-
tensity in the illuminating field. The penetration depth of
modes of a particular waveguide �for fabrication parameters
of the waveguide, see legend� into the cover medium �here,
water with a refractive index of n=1.33� increases with in-
creasing mode number with a slight off-bend toward higher
mode numbers and ranged between 40 to 45 nm �Fig. 4�. The

Fig. 4 Penetration depth of the evanescent field versus mode number
for TE modes. The ion exchange time and temperature were 18 min
and 300 °C, respectively. The salt was pure AgNO3.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient �De� on tem-
perature �T�.
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�4
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nfluence of the silver concentration in the waveguide fabri-
ation process on the intensity of the guided light in the eva-
escent field is shown in Fig. 5. The normalized integrated
ntensity I, calculated via the integrals of �E�2 fields for the
vanescent-guided fields, is plotted for two different four-
ode waveguides as a function of the mode number. One
aveguide was fabricated with pure AgNO3, and the other by
mixture of 1% AgNO3 and 99% KNO3. The pure AgNO3
aveguide showed much higher integrated intensity in the

vanescent field.
It is known that Ag ion exchange can lead to yellow-

tained glasses due to absorption and photoluminescence
PL�.18–24 Therefore, the fluorescence behavior of waveguides
abricated with pure silver salt and two different exchange
imes te was investigated. Figure 6 shows fluorescence emis-
ion spectra taken at four excitation wavelengths �488 nm,
77 nm, 470 nm, and 454 nm�. The fluorescence emission
pectra for the 510-s sample show contributions of two to
hree peaks, with a systematic highest peak at low wavelength
or high energy� and smaller peaks on the lower energy side
Fig. 6�a��. The 1200-s sample shows less structured peaks
ut a systematic red shift in emission peak position with de-
reasing photon excitation energy �Fig. 6�b��. The coupling
onditions into the waveguide mode were not controlled;
herefore, the peak amplitudes cannot be compared. The effect
f ion-exchange time on the formation of Ag compounds,
ggregates, and possibly nanoparticles of various sizes and
ize distributions are the reason for this spectral behavior.18–23

The losses of these waveguides were also investigated.
osses were found to depend on the fabrication procedure, the
ode number, the polarization, and the wavelength propagat-

ng in the guide. Losses on the order of 1.2 to 7.8 dB /cm
ere observed, with loss values being typically larger for the
igher number modes and smaller for lower number modes.

.1 TIRF and Waveguide Evanescent Field
Fluorescence Microscopy

o compare the waveguide evanescent field fluorescence mi-
roscopy with well-established TIRF microscopy, HEK293
ells were seeded on ion-exchanged waveguides and on TIRF
overslips and stained with DiI. Figure 7 shows a round and

ig. 5 Normalized integrated intensity in the cover medium �I
��E�2�evanescent field�dx /��E�2�total field�dx� versus mode number

or two salt concentrations �-�- 100% AgNO3 and -�- 1% AgNO3
99% KNO3�. Ion exchange parameters: 100% AgNO3 �T=260 °C,

=11 min�; AgNO3+KNO3 mixture �T=370 °C, t=35 min�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036018-
an elongated HEK293 cell. The left panels �a� and �b� are
epifluorescence images, whereas the right panels �c� and �d�
depict corresponding TIRF microscopy images. In the epif-
luorescence mode, the entire cell is depicted, showing high-
intensity areas where dye accumulation occurs. In the TIRF

Fig. 6 Fluorescence emission spectra taken at four excitation wave-
lengths �labeled in graph� for a randomly chosen mode of a wave-
guide fabricated with pure silver salt at 275 °C with �a� te=510 s and
�b� te=1200 s of ion exchange.

Fig. 7 Classical epifluorescence and TIRF microscopy with a Zeiss
TIRF microscope on HEK293 cells stained with DiI. Two cells are
shown. The left panels, �a� and �b�, show epifluorescence, and the
right panels, �c� and �d�, the corresponding TIRF images of the two
cells. The scale bar is 10 �m.
May/June 2010 � Vol. 15�3�5
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ode, only focal regions of close contact between the cell
embrane and the coverslip are visible. The different intensi-

ies here are due to a convolution of dye concentration and
istance from the coverslip surface.

The waveguide evanescent field fluorescence image of
imilarly prepared HEK293 cells is depicted together with a
right-field image of these cells in Fig. 8 at a smaller magni-
cation. In WEFF microscopy, a 40� objective was used due

o the lack of a 100� objective. However, comparing images
ithout investigating resolution issues is straightforward. The
aveguide evanescent image reveals regional contacts of
arious cells with similar high contrast as in the TIRF images.

Images published so far obtained with waveguide evanes-
ent field fluorescence microscopy often show—besides the
vanescent image—contributions from epifluorescence. These
ontributions are produced by light scattered from the
aveguides. This scattered light is able to excite fluorescent
yes outside the evanescent field in all parts of the cell that
re stained. This leads to a weak but visible fluorescence
mission of the entire cell’s plasma membrane. Therefore, the
utlines of the cells can often be seen as weak, but additional,
nformation in these mixed images. In Fig. 8 �WEFF�, these
reas of enhanced emission due to scattering are seen as the
ray structures visible throughout the cell. This is in contrast
o the crisp, mainly dot-like evanescent structures in the TIRF
mages �Fig. 7�c� and 7�d��. However, some scattering signal
s evident in the TIRF images of Fig. 7 as well, leading to the
rayish areas at locations where high dye concentration or
ellular structures are detected in the epiflorescence mode.

The fine-tuning of the WEFF technology to achieve pure
vanescent images or to achieve a controlled mixture of eva-
escent and scattering controlled epifluorescent images is still
nder development.36 In TIRF microscopy, two images can be
aken at two different TIRF angles to yield a set of
nformation—the entire cell and the focal regions of close
ontact. However, this takes time. In WEFF microscopy, on
he other hand, images can be taken quickly with both sets of
nformation in one image. This will be of advantage, when
ynamic studies are performed and fast kinetic data are re-
uired.

Despite the losses and the autofluorescence of the wave-
uide, high-quality evanescent images could be obtained with
he ion-exchanged SG11 waveguides showing the same qual-
ty with respect to contrast as the TIRF images.

Conclusion
chott SG11 glass was used to fabricate waveguides as sub-
trates for waveguide evanescent field fluorescence micros-

ig. 8 �a� Bright-field image and �b� waveguide evanescent field fluo-
escence image of DiI-stained HEK293 cells. The scale bar is 40 �m.
ue to the lower magnification objective used in the waveguide ex-
eriments, the pixels of the camera chip give an impression of square-
haped focal adhesions. This is an artifact.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 036018-
copy. It depicts all the necessary features of ion exchange but
offers a much higher diffusion coefficient for Ag ions in com-
parison to standard glasses such as BK7 or soda-lime glasses.
One can therefore fabricate waveguides as a microscopy sub-
strate very economically at low temperatures and short ex-
change times. However, due to the high diffusion constant,
these waveguide substrates cannot be autoclaved for disinfec-
tion. The heat will change the diffusion profile of the ions and
therefore the optical performance. Therefore, chemical disin-
fection is required prior to seeding cells. Despite the autofluo-
rescence that these waveguides show due to silver cluster for-
mation and the losses associated with this effect, waveguide
evanescent field fluorescence microscopy of HEK293 cells
was successful. It compares very well with evanescent images
taken from the same cells with a conventional TIRF micro-
scope.
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